Nitric oxide formation by lymphatic bulb and valves is a major regulatory component of lymphatic pumping
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Nitric oxide formation by lymphatic bulb and valves is a major regulatory component of lymphatic pumping. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 301: H1897–H1906, 2011. First published September 2, 2011; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00260.2011.—Microscopic lymphatics produce nitric oxide (NO) during contraction as flow shear activates the endothelial cells. The valve leaflets and bulbous valve housing contain a large amount of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) due to many endothelial cells and increased expression of eNOS. Direct NO measurements indicate the valve area has a 30–50% higher NO concentration ([NO]) than tubular regions although both regions generate equivalent relative increases in [NO] with each contraction. We hypothesize that 1) the greater eNOS and [NO] of the bulb region would have greater effects to lower pumping activity of the overall lymphatic than occurs in tubular regions and 2), the elevated [NO] in the bulb region may be because of high NO production in the valve leaflets that diffuses to the wall of the bulb. Measurement of [NO] with a micropipette inside the lymphatic bulb revealed the valve leaflets generate ~50% larger [NO] than the bulb wall in the in vivo rat mesenteric lymphatics. The valves add NO to the lymph that quickly diffuses to the bulb wall. Bradykinin locally released iontophoretically from a micropipette on both bulbs and tubes increased the [NO] in a dose-dependent manner up to ~50%, demonstrating agonist activation of the NO pathway. However, pumping output determined by contraction frequency and stroke volume decreased much more for the bulb than tubular areas in response to the Bradykinin. In effect, NO generation by the bulb area and its valves limits the pumped flow of the total lymphatic by lowering frequency and stroke volume of individual contractions.
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During contractions of microscopic lymphatics, our measurements of nitric oxide (NO) with microelectrodes have revealed a transient increase in NO concentration ([NO]) within 1–3 s after the contraction first begins (7). The assumption is that the increase in [NO] is caused by increased fluid shear interacting with the lymphatic endothelium. The elevation of [NO] then presumably contributes to the subsequent relaxation of the lymph vessel. These assumptions are based on multiple studies involving both pharmacological and increased fluid shear activation of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) (14, 16, 18, 23, 26, 33, 36) that demonstrated that NO suppressed lymphatic contractions. However, the NO process is not as simple as first was assumed. As the frequency of lymphatic contractions was increased by systemic administration of saline to increase mesenteric lymph flow (2), the basal [NO] in lymphics also increased with the frequency of contraction (7). In effect, elevated pumping by lymphatics increased their production of NO presumably because of increased flow shear forces. Therefore, NO appears to limit individual contractions as well as provide a generalized inhibition of pumping during periods of high lymph flow. In both cases, NO supports the diastolic relaxation processes of the lymphatic.

The role of NO in lymphatic regulation is essential because relaxation after a contraction, or diastole in the context defined by Granger (19), McHale and Meharg (24), and Zawieja et al. (39), is severely compromised if eNOS is pharmacologically blocked (16, 18, 33). Blocking relaxation during diastole impairs refilling of the lymph pump and diminishes the subsequent stroke volume. The blockade of NO increased the frequency of lymphatic contractions at any given stretch and impaired the fall in contraction frequency with elevated lymph flow (16, 18, 33, 34). Additionally, exogenous sources of NO slowed the lymphatic contraction frequency (35). In effect, NO has negative chronotropic effects on contraction frequency in addition to its negative effects on tonic contractility. The end result is the lymphatic has time to fill and sufficient relaxation to be filled because of the dual effects of NO.

The chronotropic and inotropic effects of NO occur in a condition where there are very different [NO] along the lymph vessel. In measuring [NO] with microelectrodes, we found that the highest [NO] occurred in the valve-bulb region with much lower concentrations (by about one-third to one-half) in the tubular portions of the rat mesenteric lymphatics (7). Immunohistological analysis of eNOS in the bulb and tubular regions indicated a higher content of total eNOS in the bulb area because of greater numbers of endothelial cells near the valve leaflets and a greater eNOS expression in the cells of the bulb and valve than the tubular section. However, both regions are capable of increased basal [NO] with increased lymph flow and have comparable relative increases in [NO] with each lymphatic contraction (7).

Even though all areas of the rat mesenteric lymphatics appear quite capable of generating NO to flow shear events during contractions (7), this does not necessarily signify that the role of NO is uniformly important for all sections of the lymph vessel during the contraction and relaxation process. The passage of the contraction cycle from upstream tubular lymphatics through the bulb region and on to the downstream tubular section has been shown to combine mechanical and conducted electrophysiological events, as the Zawieja (39) and von der Weid (10, 34) groups have documented. The relaxation phase of the cycle has a component of locally generated NO in response to transiently elevated shear forces. With the higher generation of NO in the bulb-valve than tubular areas demonstrated by direct NO measurements (8), this NO could both have effects to initiate a wave of relaxation by cell-to-cell
conduction and use the NO in the lymph to influence distal portions of the lymph vessel. For example, we have considered that NO generated in the lymphatic endothelium will diffuse into the flowing lymph within the valve area and might survive to downstream tubular sites and perhaps contribute to tubular relaxation. This possibility is supported to some extent by our recent finding that NO survives at vasodilatory concentrations within blood plasma of in vivo microvessels after being produced by upstream small arteries or larger arterioles (8). In our past studies of lymphatic NO, we were technically unable to reliably measure the [NO] within the lumen of microscopic lymphatics. However, this technical problem was resolved and allowed the evaluation of several hypotheses. First, we hypothesize that the lymphatic valve leaflets generate a very high [NO] relative to the rest of the lymphatic luminal wall, even the walls of the lymphatic bulb region. This premise is based on the expected high shear forces over the valve leaflets during bulb contraction (12) and the mass of eNOS represented by the endothelial cells covering all sides of the two valve leaflets (7). Assuming this hypothesis is correct, the second hypothesis to be tested is that NO formed by the leaflet endothelial cells might survive to downstream sites within the tubular portions of the lymph vessel. In measuring in vivo lymphatic oxygen tension, we consistently find that the partial pressure is below 20 mmHg even when near arterioles (unpublished observations). Consequently, NO might survive many seconds in such a low-oxygen and -protein environment as occurs in lymph (32, 38). The third hypothesis is the greater NO generation by bulb areas of the lymphatic has a greater impact on the frequency and magnitude of lymphatic contractions than occurs in tubular regions. This type of analysis has never been performed because selectively increasing and then measuring NO in a very localized area requires integrating multiple difficult microelectrode technologies with intravital microscopy. We used local release of bradykinin to activate NO production and test this hypothesis.

METHODS

Animal and tissue set up. The protocols in these studies were approved by both the Indiana University Medical School and Texas A&M Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees. All studies were done at the Indiana University Medical School in Indianapolis. Sprague Dawley male rats (Harlan Industry, Indianapolis, IN) that weighed 300–400 g were studied. The animals were allowed water but not food for 12–18 h. Sodium thiopental (200 mg/kg; Abbott, Chicago, IL) diluted to 50 mg/ml of saline was used for general anesthesia and given subcutaneously at four sites over the lower back and thighs. This approach is essential to avoid anesthetic interaction with the fragile lymphatic vessels as would occur with intraperitoneal anesthesia. For NO measurements, the microelectrodes were polarized at either 0.7 or 0.9 volts, depending on the most stable “0” NO baseline and largest current response to 600 and 1,200 nM NO gas calibrations (4). Concentrated calcium chloride solution (10% in distilled water) was added after the buffer was bubbled with carbon dioxide, which reduced the pH to ~7.4 to avoid calcium bicarbonate crystallization. The chamber system is heated and the chamber fluid also preheated with a fluid heater (heated distilled water, 1.5–1.7 l/min). The bath temperature was set at 37.5 ± 0.2°C.

Lymph vessels close to the main trunk of mesenteric arteries in route to the intestine were studied but not as extensively arborized as those near the bowel wall. Lymphatics in contact with an artery, vein, or large arteriole were avoided because the arteries and arterioles can often operate at higher [NO] than lymphatics, and potential interactions of blood and lymph vessel [NO] complicate the NO interpretations.

NO measurements. NO-sensitive microelectrodes based on those developed by Buerk et al. (9) and Friedemann et al. (15) were modified to achieve the best characteristics of both designs used in earlier experiences from this laboratory (6). The open glass enclosed tip of the electrode surrounded a 7- to 8-μm diameter carbon fiber, and the total outer width of the beveled tip was 11–14 μm. Nafion (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) was electrically deposited on the surface of the carbon fiber at +0.7 V for ∼15–20 min. Nafion forms a barrier that limits false sensing of negatively charged organic molecules (30) and nitrite/nitrate at physiological concentrations (15). For NO measurements, the microelectrodes were polarized at either +0.7 or +0.9 volts, depending on the most stable “0” NO baseline and largest current response to 600 and 1,200 nM NO gas calibrations for that microelectrode. Highly stable microelectrodes were essential because of the long periods of measurement. To improve stability, the electrodes were polarized for 12–24 h before evaluation. What small electronic drift with time did occur was compensated by determining a virtual baseline for 0 NO over time. To establish the 0 NO over living tissue, the tip of the electrode was placed 200 μm above the tissue in the flowing bathing media. The microelectrode can be moved up or down vertically ~50 μm from this location with no change in basal current. As the microelectrode approaches within ~100 μm of the tissue surface, a signal current begins to occur and gradually increases as the microelectrode advances toward the tissue. The actual [NO] was known from the difference of the baseline 0 current and tissue current values in concert with the [NO]/current relationship generated by the microelectrode. Currents in the 3- to 100-pA range
were measured by a Keithley model 6517A Electrometer (Cleveland, OH). The electrometer was monitored with a PowerLab analog-to-digital chart recorder system (AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO) along with blood pressure. Data were displayed at 1-s intervals. Lymphatic vessels are difficult to penetrate with NO microelectrodes because the tip diameters must necessarily be ~10–12 μm to house the internal 8-μm-diameter carbon fiber. However, by using specially sharpened microelectrodes for a single use, this problem is improved substantially. To make sure that the glass of the micropipette barrel surrounded the carbon fiber, which had been cut by hand to extend ~5 mm from the glass tip, the remaining extending carbon fiber was electrolytically etched at 3–8 volts (microelectrode positively charged) until a perceptible void was seen in the tip of the electrode at ×100. The microelectrodes were sharpened on 5-Å aluminum carbide particles deposited to a 1- to 3-mm depth in distilled water over a rotating (1 rpm) glass disc (12 cm diameter). The microelectrode tip-to-particle layer interaction was viewed with a dissecting microscope as a very shallow furrow was formed when the tip touched the surface of the water-covered alumina powder. The electrode was held at a 30° angle to the surface of the rotating glass plate. Ten minutes of contact were usually sufficient to sharpen the tip. The microelectrode was then cleaned in a stream of distilled water and soaked in absolute ethanol for 5–10 min, and then a thin layer of Nafion was electropoled as described above. With these procedures, a given electrode could routinely penetrate the wall of lymph vessels two to three times before being too dull to easily pass through the vessel wall. Fortunately, electrodes can be resharpened along the same original axis of the bevel by realigning the sharpened tip relative to the sharpening stand. However, the microelectrode requires new Nafion coverage and calibration.

To test that suppression of eNOS resulted in a decline in the measured [NO] and confirm that actions of bradykinin predominately occurred because of increased formation of NO, NO responses of lymph vessels generated by bradykinin were compared before and after exposure to nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) for 20–30 min. L-NAME (1 mM) in normal saline was applied from a large-tip/H11011 50 μl min−1 along with blood pressure. Data were displayed at 1-s intervals.
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RESULTS

Lymphatic wall and lumen [NO]. Figure 1 presents representative real-time measurements of lymphatic wall and valve leafllet [NO] from two different areas on the same lymphatic bulb. For the sake of consistency for all measurements in Figs. 1 and 2, the external bulb recordings were all taken on the bulb surface very near the tip ending areas of lymphatic valve leaflets. Data presented in Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate that the bulb region has a higher lymphatic wall [NO] than tubular regions, and the location near the valve tips has the highest [NO] along the entire lymphatic bulb.
The vertical lines in the graphs for Fig. 1 mark the lymphatic contraction. In general, as the bulb contracts and the valve leaflets close, where a mark occurs in the record, the [NO] decreases shortly thereafter because flow through the valve has ceased momentarily. Next, the relaxation phase occurs, the valve reopens, and, with the resumption of flow, the [NO] increased. Flow of lymph was judged by the motion of lymphocytes in the vicinity. For the majority of measurements, there was a delay of \(1.5-2.5\) s after contraction began before the peak increase in lymphatic wall and lumen [NO] occurred for both bulb wall and valve leaflets. This delay matches the delay we have recorded previously between the onset of the contraction to the peak velocity (\(1.75\) s) (12). This timing delay of contraction and the following increase in [NO] also applied to tubular regions of lymph vessels, as shown in our prior publication using identical methodology (8).

The averaged data for measurements of [NO] inside and outside of the lymphatic wall in the valve bulb region, as well as the tubular region in 9 animals, are shown in Fig. 2. In these measurements, the tubular area was \(500\) \(\mu\)m downstream from the terminus of the valve/bulb. The luminal tube [NO] was essentially identical to that of its outer wall. The comparable [NO] on the surface and lumen of the tubular regions indicated the lymph was equilibrated with the vessel wall [NO]. By contrast, the averaged [NO] very near the valve leaflet was \(150-300\) nM higher than at the outer surface of the nearby lymphatic bulb wall. Also, the valve area surface [NO] was consistently higher by \(100-150\) nM than the downstream tube wall [NO].

The [NO] along the outside of the lymphatic bulb region from its origin to termination were measured and are shown in Fig. 3. These data are the time average during repeated systole and diastoles for several minutes. For practical purposes, the [NO] at the origin of the bulb just as it begins to enlarge is the same as just upstream for the tubular regions. This is demonstrated by the tubular exterior [NO] in Fig. 2 of 311 \(\pm\) 27 nM compared with that of 330 \(\pm\) 29 nM at the bulb origin in Fig. 3. Similar comparisons can be made for data in Fig. 4, which used different animals. In the in vivo images, the valve leaflet interface with the wall of the bulb was marked clearly by a dense curved line representing the valve leaflet connection to the bulb exterior wall. At the origin of the bulb/valve leaflet region, there was a distinct increase in [NO] of \(100\) nM compared with the very beginning of the bulb, as shown in Fig. 3. There was an additional increase in [NO] of \(100\) nM on the exterior of the bulb at the tips of the lymphatic leaflets relative to the valve origin. In total, [NO] in the region of the bulb exterior at the valve tips was \(\approx 200\) nM higher than at the bulb origin. At the terminus of the bulb where the lymphatic diameter first reaches the tubular diameter, [NO] had decreased by \(100-200\) nM to a value only \(50-100\) nM above that at the bulb origin. In a prior study (7), measurements of [NO] along

Fig. 1. Nitric oxide concentration ([NO]) of the external bulb surface and internal valve leaflet are shown for the same lymphatic. The data were not obtained simultaneously but within 10 min of each other. When the nitric oxide (NO) micropipette is very near and essentially touching the valve leaflet surface, the recorded [NO] was consistently much higher than on the outer surface of the bulb wall. The vertical marks on each record indicate the onset of mechanical contraction by the lymphatic bulb followed by a transient decrease in [NO] as the valve closed and then an increase in [NO] presumably activated by the transient increase in lymph flow before the valve closed. The same mechanical correlation to changes in [NO] was more evident for the bulb external surface than in the lumen near the lymphatic valves.

Fig. 2. The luminal and surface [NO] of lymphatic bulb and tubular regions are shown as averages for 11 bulb and 12 tube regions in 9 animals with dual bulb and downstream tubular measurements in all but one animal. The tubular region was \(500\) \(\mu\)m downstream from the terminal part of the lymphatic bulb. The valve lumen [NO] was consistently much higher than that of the bulb surface near the terminal portion of the valve leaflets. The tubular surface and luminal [NO] were very similar and within the resolution of the NO microelectrode technology in most cases. In all animals, the tubular wall [NO] was lower than that of the bulb surface. *Significant difference from the bulb origin.

Fig. 3. Nitric oxide concentration ([NO]) for the surface and lumen of the lymphatic bulb are shown for 9 animals. The data were not obtained simultaneously but within 10 min of each other. When the nitric oxide (NO) micropipette is very near and essentially touching the valve leaflet surface, the recorded [NO] was consistently much higher than on the outer surface of the bulb wall. The vertical marks on each record indicate the onset of mechanical contraction by the lymphatic bulb followed by a transient decrease in [NO] as the valve closed and then an increase in [NO] presumably activated by the transient increase in lymph flow before the valve closed. The same mechanical correlation to changes in [NO] was more evident for the bulb external surface than in the lumen near the lymphatic valves.

Fig. 4. The averaged data for measurements of [NO] inside and outside of the lymphatic wall in the valve bulb region, as well as the tubular region in 9 animals, are shown in Fig. 2. In these measurements, the tubular area was \(500\) \(\mu\)m downstream from the terminus of the valve/bulb. The luminal tube [NO] was essentially identical to that of its outer wall. The comparable [NO] on the surface and lumen of the tubular regions indicated the lymph was equilibrated with the vessel wall [NO]. By contrast, the averaged [NO] very near the valve leaflet was \(150-300\) nM higher than at the outer surface of the nearby lymphatic bulb wall. Also, the valve area surface [NO] was consistently higher by \(100-150\) nM than the downstream tube wall [NO].

The [NO] along the outside of the lymphatic bulb region from its origin to termination were measured and are shown in Fig. 3. These data are the time average during repeated systole and diastoles for several minutes. For practical purposes, the [NO] at the origin of the bulb just as it begins to enlarge is the same as just upstream for the tubular regions. This is demonstrated by the tubular exterior [NO] in Fig. 2 of 311 \(\pm\) 27 nM compared with that of 330 \(\pm\) 29 nM at the bulb origin in Fig. 3. Similar comparisons can be made for data in Fig. 4, which used different animals. In the in vivo images, the valve leaflet interface with the wall of the bulb was marked clearly by a dense curved line representing the valve leaflet connection to the bulb exterior wall. At the origin of the bulb/valve leaflet region, there was a distinct increase in [NO] of \(100\) nM compared with the very beginning of the bulb, as shown in Fig. 3. There was an additional increase in [NO] of \(100\) nM on the exterior of the bulb at the tips of the lymphatic leaflets relative to the valve origin. In total, [NO] in the region of the bulb exterior at the valve tips was \(\approx 200\) nM higher than at the bulb origin. At the terminus of the bulb where the lymphatic diameter first reaches the tubular diameter, [NO] had decreased by \(100-200\) nM to a value only \(50-100\) nM above that at the bulb origin. In a prior study (7), measurements of [NO] along
tubular regions of lymph vessels were found to be quite consistent for a given vessel, and these measurements were not repeated.

**Bradykinin effects on lymphatic wall [NO] and contraction events.** The first tests we did with iontophoretic release of bradykinin on the walls of mesenteric lymphatic vessels were to establish the dose-response curve of [NO] vs. ejection current. As shown in Fig. 4, [NO] increased in a dose-dependent fashion up to 100–200 nA for both the valve and tubular regions of the lymph vessel. However, these data did not reflect that, as the ejection current was increased, the section of the lymph vessel that responded to bradykinin with an increase in [NO] occurred over a substantially longer distance. While the stimulated NO release was highly localized at low release currents for bradykinin, the region of increased NO extended ~200 μm in the up- and downstream directions at 200- and 400-nA currents. This presumably reflects diffusion of bradykinin to some extent and perhaps some form of cell-to-cell conduction along the lymphatic that induced greater NO formation. Once again, we found the [NO] at the valve region was substantially higher than [NO] at the tubular region, and likewise the magnitude of the increase in [NO] after bradykinin application at the valve region was higher than the change in [NO] at the tubular region.

Figure 5 presents the effects of supramaximal dosage of bradykinin (400 nA) under control conditions before and after suppression of eNOS with l-NAME. All measurements were made on tubular regions of seven lymph vessels in five rats. Bradykinin under control conditions increased the [NO], EDD, and ESD but caused a significant decrease in lymphatic contraction frequency. Under control conditions, bradykinin raised the [NO] as the vessels dilated in diastole and systole, and the frequency of contraction declined. Very localized application of L-NAME decreased the resting [NO] to 38.5% of control, and the frequency of contraction increased. After L-NAME, bradykinin had no effects on the [NO], diameters, or frequency of contractions. Therefore, bradykinin predominately influenced rat mesenteric lymphatics through increasing NO production. *Significant change from control. #Significant change from bradykinin-induced responses.
traction frequency. L-NAME alone lowered the resting [NO] by ~60% and increased the frequency of lymphatic contractions ~30%. Very localized application of L-NAME as used in this study had no effect on the resting EDD and ESD; however, exposure of over 1 mm of lymph vessel caused localized diastolic and ESD constriction, as previously reported (7). After L-NAME pretreatment, bradykinin had no effect on any of the parameters measured. Therefore, under these conditions, actions of bradykinin through nonnitroergic mechanisms appeared to be very limited.

Once the dose-response characteristics of bradykinin and its dependence on NO formation were established, the pumped volume per minute (stroke volume × frequency), pumping rate or frequency, end diastolic volume (3.14 × radius²), end systolic volume, and stroke volume were measured over the range of bradykinin current dosages. These data are shown in Fig. 6. Generally, the changes in these responses reached maximum at a bradykinin dosage of 200 nA. The pumping frequency of both valve and tubular areas decreased quite similarly as the release current of bradykinin increased (Fig. 6B). The pumped volume per minute (Fig. 6A), which took into mathematical account the effects on stroke volume (Fig. 6D) and pumping rate, decreased much more in the valve than tubular regions. Bradykinin at all dosages did increase the EDD of both tubular and valvular areas (Fig. 6C), but particularly for the tubular areas. However, from the larger EDD, the stroke volume was increased for the tubular region but decreased for the valve region. The interaction of stroke volume and contraction frequency lowered pumped volume per minute to some degree for both sections, but it was particularly evident for the valve region.

DISCUSSION

Our first concern in this study was if the lymphatic valve leaflets could generate a very high [NO] relative to the walls of the lymphatic bulb region due to high shear rates of fluid during the bulb contraction cycle (12) and the large mass of eNOS represented by the valvular endothelial cells (7). Our past study (7) using NO-sensitive microelectrodes with in vivo lymphatics indicated a much higher [NO] at the bulb surface than the tubular lymphatic surface, and we have confirmed these observations in Fig. 2. From our past study on the quantitative immunocytochemistry of eNOS in rat mesenteric lymphatics (7), we assumed the greater eNOS content found for the combined valve leaflet plus bulb cells compared with that in just the wall cells in the tubular regions partially explained the regional differences in [NO]. The data in Figs. 1 and 2 confirm that the [NO] very near the leaflet surface was indeed on average ~50% greater than at the surface of the bulb wall. By comparison, the lumen and wall [NO] for tubular regions are equivalent almost within the measurement error of ±10–20 nM (Fig. 2). The consequence of the large source of NO made by the valve leaflets was higher [NO] on the outer surface of bulb regions at the valve origins and tips of the valve leaflet areas, as shown in Fig. 3. As a frame of reference, the [NO] of the bulb region near the valve leaflet origin and terminus was quite similar to the perivascular [NO] of the largest arterioles in the wall of the small intestine (6, 8, 20). This indicates that lymphatics of the mesentery, particularly in the bulb regions, are very competent generators of NO.

Our working hypothesis based on the new data and past experience (7) is that the flow of lymph during lymphatic

![Fig. 6. Chronotropic and mechanical responses of tubular and bulb regions to bradykinin iontophoretic application. A: pumped volume/min is analogous to cardiac output calculated from frequency and stroke volume. B: the frequency of pumping decreased essentially identically for tubular and valvular regions. C: end-diastolic volume (EDV) increased significantly for the tubular regions and, as shown in D, stroke volume significantly increased for the tubular regions but significantly decreased for the valve regions as bradykinin release was increased. The combination of data as pumped volume/min indicated a substantial drop in valve region flow due to the combination of decreased frequency and stroke volume. A much smaller decrease in flow occurred in the tube region due to increased stroke volume to offset the decline in contraction frequency. *Significant change from control. #Significant difference between valve and tube regions.](http://ajpheart.physiology.org/)
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diastole and even greater flow during parts of systole activate the valve leaflet endothelial cells to generate a substantial [NO]. Image analysis techniques using high-speed image acquisition (11, 12) and visual observation have demonstrated lymphocytes moving through the valve region during the diastolic phase, which indicated ongoing lymph flow due to upstream tubular contractions. The contraction of the bulb in the vicinity of the valves accelerates lymph flow through the bulb before the valves close (11, 12) and presumably caused the transient increases in [NO] seen ~1.5–2 s after each contraction began (Fig. 1). However, with each contraction of the lymph bulb, there was first a drop in [NO] as lymph velocity momentarily stopped during valve closure followed by a 50- to 200-nM increase in [NO]. Presumably the rush of lymph through the bulb during the contraction cycle activated eNOS, and a slight delay occurred before additional NO was made and diffused to the surface of the valve leaflet. To improve the reliability of NO measurements on the valve leaflets, the tip of the microelectrode must lightly press against the leaflet so that contact is maintained even during valve closure. This approach did occasionally artfactually activate the endothelial cells with a large but transient increase in [NO] for up to 5–10 min before normal behavior resumed. However, with appropriate conditions, as the peak of the contraction of the bulb passed by the terminus of the leaflet, shown by the upward marks in Fig. 1, the valves closed, and a fall in [NO] was noted. The closure of the valves would lessen the shear forces on the valve leaflets and, as the data show, quickly allow the [NO] to begin declining. These data demonstrate that NO generation by the valve is both remarkably fast and highly dependent on the mechanical activity of the bulb. These observations have shown the value of real-time measurement of [NO] and lymphatic motion to reveal the physical interactions of the bulb and valves with NO generated by the valves as a feedback system to the bulb wall to limit contraction. Valves in other parts of the cardiovascular system, such as the heart valves and venous valves, may use somewhat similar mechanisms linked to shear forces and receptor activation to locally generate NO. For example, Odashiro et al. (29) and Eguchi and Katusic (13) have shown endothelial cells of venous valves release vasoactive molecules. In the heart valves where high flow shear is routine, release of NO has been documented in vitro studies both pharmacologically by Ku et al. (22) and by measurements of NO by Siney and Lewis (31) and Moesgaard et al. (27).

It is very important to note in Fig. 3 that the upstream bulb origin and downstream terminus had similar [NO]. These data indicate that the valves interacting with flowing lymph cause a localized large increase in [NO] that quickly dissipated downstream from the valve leaflets as lymph exited the bulb region. Therefore, our second hypothesis that NO formed by the leaflet endothelial cells might survive to downstream sites is supported, but the consequences are small because of the rapid dissipation of NO in the vessel wall and probably interaction of NO with oxygen to form nitrate. However, substantial lateral diffusion of NO from the valve leaflets through the lymph to the wall of the bulb was confirmed because the highest [NO] of the bulb occurred just as the valve leaflets terminated (Fig. 3). The comparable lumen and wall [NO] for tubular regions indicated that the lymph in the lumen was equilibrated with the [NO] of the tubular wall, as shown in Fig. 2. The increase in tubular [NO] during very localized bradykinin release presented in Fig. 4 indicated that tubular sections are quite capable of increased NO generation through receptor-mediated mechanisms, just as occurred for bulbs. In this context, local stimulation of NO production in bulb and tubular regions could be quite autonomous to shear forces and local chemical mediators, in keeping with our earlier finding that both regions have similar relative increases in [NO] with each contraction cycle and during equivalent increases in contraction frequency (7). Therefore, the role of NO to suppress an ongoing contraction cycle is a predominantly localized event that is coordinated along the lymphatic vessel primarily by the flow of lymph to regionally increase shear forces and any vasoactive NO-dependent mediators in the lymph or tissue.

With the results indicating autonomy of NO production in lymphatic bulb and tubular regions during lymphatic contraction, our next concern was whether NO generation by bulb or tubular areas of the lymphatic had a greater impact on the frequency and magnitude of lymphatic contractions. In part, this concern stems from the large contribution of valve leaflet NO to the bulb wall [NO] shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In effect, the lymphatic valves in flowing lymph stream are ideally situated to sense lymph flow and use NO to ensure relaxation of the bulb wall occurred. As such, NO generation in the bulb region could be the limiting factor to pumping lymph downstream by influencing the frequency and stroke volume of the bulb contractions. To increase NO generation, bradykinin was released onto the wall of lymphatic vessels using a microiontophoretic technique to have a point source of the endothelial-dependent dilator. As mentioned in METHODS, the increase in NO was highly localized at low ejection currents for bradykinin but occurred over a longer length of vessel at high-release currents, presumably because of some combination of bradykinin diffusion and cell-to-cell conduction of a signal to increase NO production. As shown in Fig. 4, the bulb and tubular region [NO] increased both in dose-response fashion to increased release of bradykinin, and the actual increases by 150–175 nM in [NO] were quite similar for the two regions of the lymph vessel. As shown in Fig. 5, the inotropic and chronotropic actions of bradykinin are predominately through increased formation of NO. The evidence for this conclusion is that, after suppression of eNOS with L-NAME, supramaximal stimulation with bradykinin had no effects on the vessel wall [NO], the diastolic and systolic diameters, or the frequency of contractions. These variables were the primarily effected entities during bradykinin release at natural conditions, as shown by the first set of data Fig. 5, left. The decline in [NO] at rest after L-NAME exposure also indicated that the NO-sensitive microelectrode followed the decline in local [NO] that would be expected with suppression of eNOS. The local [NO] was not reduced to near 0 nM [NO] by very localized application of L-NAME because there was [NO] in lymph entering from intact regions of the upstream lymphatic. However, the absence of any increase in [NO] during bradykinin release did indicate localized suppression on the NO generation mechanism.

During the release of bradykinin under control conditions, the mechanical consequences of increased NO generation in the valvular and tubular regions were substantially different. The percent changes in pumped flow per minute for sequential bulb and tube regions are shown in Fig. 6A. Stimulation of NO production in the valve area decreased pumped
flow much more than occurred for the tubular region. This difference was not the result of variations in the frequency of contraction with increased bradykinin release, as shown in Fig. 6B. The tubular and bulb regions had essentially identical reductions in contraction frequency, with increasing NO caused by bradykinin release. The difference in pumped volume per minute was the result of a reduced stroke volume in the valve area compared with a marginal increase in stroke volume in the tubular area, as shown in Fig. 6D. The enlarged end diastolic volume of tubular regions (Fig. 6C) indicated relaxation during the increased formation of NO caused by bradykinin. It is possible that this distention of the lymphatic during diastole would contribute to increased stroke volume of subsequent contractions, as shown in Fig. 6, C and D, and minimize the decline in minute pumped volume as the frequency of contractions decreased, as shown in Fig. 6, A and B.

Based on earlier studies, we know the enhanced filling as lymph accumulated induced a stronger phasic contraction to increase the stroke volume (3, 17). Additionally, we have previously seen in isolated lymphatics that phasic lymphatic contraction frequency and lymphatic tone appear more sensitive to be reduced by NO generation than does the phasic contraction strength, which is positively influenced by stretch (16, 18). Thus, an increase in NO production that is the result of pump flow/shear in isolated lymphatics, as well as bradykinin applied to in vivo lymphatics in the current study (Figs. 4 and 6), reduces pump contraction frequency and diastolic tone compared with what was seen with NO blockade but not stroke volume directly (Figs. 6B and 7). In the isolated lymphatic, these events combine to then increase diastolic filling, which enhanced the subsequent stroke volume, presumably via increased preload effects. If we further increased NO generation by imposing a pressure gradient across the isolated lymphatics to increase flow/shear, we observed further reductions in phasic lymphatic contraction frequency and lymphatic tone and a direct decrease in phasic stroke volume, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7B (16, 18). Thus we propose that the difference in basal [NO] we observed between the bulb and tubular sections sets the stage for the different contractile effects on pumped flow, end-diastolic volume, and stroke volume we observed upon further [NO] increase by bradykinin (Figs. 2 and 4). As shown in Fig. 4, the increase in [NO] at the bulb caused by bradykinin while well developed only increased end-diastolic volume ~10% while substantially lowering contraction frequency. In effect, the resting [NO] in the bulb is high enough that this segment of the lymphatic is chronically dilated, but NO has effects through mildly increased lusitropy and a diminished contraction frequency. The basal [NO] in the tubular section is 30–50% lower than that found in the bulb (Fig. 4), and, as a result, it is relatively less dilated than the bulb and can increase EDV (Fig. 4C) by ~20% as the [NO] is increased by bradykinin. The net effect is that, in the tubular region, with a greater ability to increase lusitropy and thus enhance stroke volume, pumped volume per minute (Fig. 5A)
increased despite an inhibited pacemaker frequency seen in the valve region (Fig. 5B). When we increase the NO generation at the bulb, we get modest further decreases in tone/increased diameter, but these now lead to a fall in stroke volume as we have presumably reached the declining phase of the stretch-stroke volume relationship. Increasing NO generation in the tubular section produces further decreases in tone/increased diameter, which lead to an enhanced stroke volume as we are presumably still on the inclining phase of the stretch-stroke volume relationship. For both sections of the lymphatic, the increase in [NO] decreases the pacemaker similarly, which is expected, since we have previously shown that a dominant pacemaker will drive long multilymphangion segments of the lymphatic (39). This reduction in contraction frequency with increasing [NO] is the predominant factor reducing lymph pump flow from the bulb in the tubular sections of the lymphatic. However, the effects of this reduction in contraction frequency on pump flow in the tubular section are mitigated by a slightly increased stroke volume, whereas, in the bulb, it is exacerbated by a decreased stroke volume (Fig. 6) and shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7. If the data are taken in the context that the downstream tubular region only receives lymph based on the contractile function of the upstream valve and bulb, the greater suppression of stroke volume by NO in the valve than tubular region predicts NO effects are most important for valve regions. Thus, under basal conditions, the bulbous region of the lymphatic is operating at a relatively optimum state of [NO] and accompanying pump characteristics, whereas the tubular section at a lower [NO] still has some lusitropic reserves.

When conditions change to increase [NO] either via increased flow/shear or by agonist-induced NO release, the vessel as a whole becomes a dilated, weaker pump with the bulb exhibiting the greatest influence on pump status. In situations where lymph flow and pressure generated by the upstream organ is high, the contractility and frequency of contraction of lymph vessels does increase, as many studies have shown (2: 7, 17, 21, 25, 26, 39). However, simultaneous increases in shear elevate [NO] and modulate the contractile response to ensure proper diastolic relaxation and, based on the current data, have inhibitory chronotropic effects. Because valves appear to generate most of the NO in the bulb region, which in turn relaxes the contractile components of the bulb, the valves not only control the physical movement of lymph along the lymphatic but also have a regulatory role in influencing the pumping rate and force of contraction of the overall lymphatic structure through the negative chronotropic and inotropic effects of NO.
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